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PaperCut 15
Outstanding SMB Print Management  
Solution

Understanding print output—and its associated costs—is critical for schools and 
businesses today. PaperCut facilitates usage tracking and charging for output when 
appropriate, and includes convenient, money-saving features such as secure print 
release, rerouting of files to lower-cost devices, and the ability to enforce duplex 
printing or restrict output by application type. 

“One of PaperCut’s greatest advantages is how easy it is for IT staff to administer,” 
said Jamie Bsales, BLI’s senior editor for solutions. “The logically arranged menu 
items and handy Dashboard make administering a PaperCut system much easier 
than working with other print management offerings BLI has tested, even for those 
who have never used a print management system. And compared with the competi-
tion, PaperCut is very attractively priced. These attributes make it especially well-
suited for small and medium-sized businesses where IT resources and budgets are 
already stretched thin.”

 

PaperCut MF 15 and PaperCut NG 15 won BLI’s 
Pick award for “Outstanding SMB Print Management 
Solution” for the Summer 2015 test season for 
their…

• Unrivaled ease of installation, 
configuration and use for IT personnel 
tasked with deployment and ongoing 
administration of the platform

• Complete print management feature 
set including usage tracking, cost 
accounting, quotas and available billing/
cost recovery

• Easy-to-implement print policies that help 
cut down on wasteful printing, reduce 
costs and bolster “green” initiatives in an 
organization

• Unmatched affordability for a full-featured 
print management solution
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About BLI Pick Awards

Twice a year with its Pick awards, BLI gives special recognition to the hardware and 
software products that provided the most outstanding performances in BLI’s unique 
evaluations. Software solutions undergo an in-depth hands-on review that focuses on 
key attributes for a solution’s target market and compares how well the product stacks 
up against leading competitors. Pick winners rise above the competition in key areas 
such as value, feature set, ease of use, ease of administration, hardware compatibility, 
software integration, security and support. Software solutions earn an overall rating 
based on a five-star scale, and Pick contenders are culled from those that earn the 
highest ratings. Consequently, a BLI Pick is a hard-earned award that buyers and IT 
directors can trust to better guide them in their acquisition decisions.

“At PaperCut, we work hard to bring easy-to-use print management solutions to businesses 
of all sizes.  Small and medium business owners can quickly get the cost savings and the 
security benefits of PaperCut, without the large enterprise installation,” said Chris Dance, 
CEO of PaperCut Software. “PaperCut software works on any platform—Windows, Mac, 
Linux and Novell—and integrates with the majority of printing and copying devices, giving 
the end customer the ultimate control and security in their print environment. Receiving the 
‘Outstanding SMB Print Management Solution’ Pick award demonstrates our commitment to 
customers worldwide, delivering quality and rapid innovation, no matter how big or small.”
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